### Results

#### 1st Round
- **0516:ESP; REGUERA TARDIO A**
  - Won by: **0311;SWE; MARMHEDEN N**

#### 2nd Round
- **0566:ARG; MENDEZ T**
  - Won by: **0033;AM; LAWENENCE A**

#### 3rd Round
- **0232;NLD; DIJKSTRA_J**
  - Won by: **0560;ARG; MENDEZ_T**

#### Quarterfinals
- **0560;ARG; MENDEZ T**
  - Won by: **0566:ARG; MENDEZ T**

#### Semifinals
- **0484;NZL; EDWARDS_H**
  - Won by: **0444;NZL; EDWARDS_H**

#### Finals
- **0556;CAN; FORTIN_S**
  - Won by: **0556;CAN; FORTIN_S**